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ABSTRACT

Due to lack of safe blood supplies and other medical resources, women in low-resource
areas are at a higher risk of complications from postpartum hemorrhage (PPH), a leading cause of
maternal mortality [1]. Current strategies to treat postpartum hemorrhage are only able to stop the
bleeding, not replace the blood volume lost [2].
A team at Brigham and Women’s Hospital is creating a device for autotransfusion that
would address these concerns but must integrate multiple different components to make the device
feasible. In this integration, the device needs to collect blood and filter out bacterial content while
preventing clotting in the system and maintaining an adequate flow rate.
To achieve this, a mannose-binding lectin filter must be added to a previous device
configuration of leukocyte-depletion filters. A full system integration is difficult to test given the
requirements for device construction in a sterile environment and gaining access to human blood,
so configurations using a buffer analogue were used to optimize the system in a lab setting.
A flow rate of 75 mL/min was achieved in lab settings with E. Coli-spiked TBS-Tween20, and a maximal bacterial reduction of 77.15% ± 3.32% was seen after filtering 20 mL, dropped
to 0% ± 7.22% reduction after filtering 100 mL. No statistical significance was seen between
reduction with the mannose-binding lectin filter versus without. In clinical settings with
anticoagulated post-delivery blood filtered at 20 mL/min, bacterial reduction varied greatly, from
0% to 99%, by patient and bacterial type, though reduction appeared to increase over volume
filtered, a trend opposite those observed in lab settings.
While much work remains to fully optimize the device, initial results show great promise
toward functionality in low-resource settings.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Due to lack of safe blood supplies and other medical resources, women in low-resource
areas are at a higher risk of complications from postpartum hemorrhage (PPH), a leading cause of
maternal mortality [1]. Current methods of blood transfusion are not viable for these women
because of cost, facilities, or required expertise, and the current strategies to treat postpartum
hemorrhage are only able to stop the bleeding, not replace the blood volume lost [2].
A team at Brigham and Women’s Hospital is creating a device for autotransfusion that
would address these concerns but must integrate multiple different components to make the device
feasible. In this integration, the device needs to collect blood and filter out bacterial content while
preventing clotting in the system and maintaining an adequate flow rate.

1.2 CLIENT AND/OR END USER
The current client for this project is the team at Brigham and Women’s Hospital that has
been working on this project for the past several years. The portion of the project addressed in this
thesis project is the overall systems integration of the various separately tested device components.
Targeted end users for this solution, once the entire project is completed, are physicians in
low-resource areas treating women experiencing significant blood loss due to postpartum
hemorrhage. Currently, these users lack access to a sufficient, safe blood supply that would fulfill
the needs of these mothers [2]. By providing a solution that is both cost-efficient and effective, the
device would remove physicians’ reliance on an outside blood supply or other inaccessible
resources and, ultimately, will be able to save lives.
9

Figure 1.1 below summarizes the stakeholders of this device, including the client and end
users as mentioned above. Stakeholders are separated by their proximity to the device use, with
the current device team and physicians and care teams that would implement the device being
designated as primary stakeholders.

Figure 1.1: Stakeholder map.
Stakeholder proximity to device use indicated by color as described in key.
Arrows begin at stakeholder responsible for relationship, and annotations indicate relationship type.

As indicated in the upper left of Figure 1.1, in the future this device could be potentially
expanded to other scenarios in low-resource areas that involve significant blood loss, but that is
beyond the scope of this project.
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1.3 DESIGN CRITERIA
The design of this device had to factor in many considerations and stakeholders, and
specifically had to function within the constraints provided by earlier testing and incurred in testing
location. Resources available in both the Wyss Institute and Brigham and Women’s Hospital
informed experimental design for this project. However, future testing and implementation in low
resource areas was the primary constraint that dictated general design criteria summarized below.
•

Safety through bacterial reduction: As with any biological device, safety is the
topmost priority. Therefore, to be safe for use, the device should remove bacteria
present in the collected blood. Since a great variety of bacterial types exist in
vaginal bacteria biomes, testing methodology included determination of not only
bacterial reduction but also bacterial speciation. The device must demonstrate
functionality with respect to each organism.

•

Mechanical safety: The device should also be safe for general operation by
physicians and use in the context of patient treatment. This includes ensuring device
connections and components are robust at large blood volumes.

•

Time: Blood begins clotting upon exposure to any foreign substance [3]; therefore,
the blood has an upper time limit to be run through the device without clotting
inside it, preventing blood volume from being returned to the patient. Though this
time can be increased using anticoagulants [3], this constraint necessarily informed
many design decisions. In addition, an actively bleeding patient would require
transfusion quickly, so the overall time of filtration must be short enough to actively
address the patient’s condition.
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•

Minimized complexity: One of the critical purposes of this device is to function in
low-resource settings. The less complex the device, the greater its usability and
range. This means eliminating as many unnecessary components as possible, in
terms of both attached components and additional inputs such as the electric
peristaltic pump that has been used to run the device in the past.

•

Minimized cost: The cost of the device, in line with minimized complexity, should
be minimized to prevent drain on limited resources. The focus of the current project
stage is to ensure overall device functionality, but cost factors will continue to be
considered as the device is developed. For example, all blood from the PPH will
first be collected into an under buttocks blood collection drape then filtered through
the device in bulk as needed. The alternative would be filtering the blood as it is
collected, though this is not preferred. Determining the amount of blood lost before
running it through the filter could save unnecessary material usage if the bleeding
is not sufficient to be qualified as a PPH.

While most of these criteria are not quantitated within this project, each contributes to
design decisions both within this project and through future work.
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2 BACKGROUND
2.1 POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE IN GLOBAL CONTEXT
The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates 99% of maternal mortalities due to
childbirth occur in the developing world, with around a quarter being from postpartum hemorrhage
(PPH) [1]. While blood transfusion is one of the eight essential components of comprehensive
emergency obstetric care, developing countries generally lack safe supplies to provide this, both
from low rates of blood donation, often from cultural or religious beliefs, and from multiple risk
factors such as high prevalence of transfusion-transmissible infections that prevent potential blood
resources from being used [2].
One possible solution to this lack of resources is autotransfusion of the blood that mothers
lose during delivery and hemorrhaging. This idea of intraoperative cell salvage has not been
commonly used in obstetrics because of concerns over amniotic fluid embolism as well as the still
unknown effects of fetal red cell contamination [4]. However, it is becoming a more acceptable
practice as studies show minimal contamination and effects, and as the drive toward strategies for
blood conservation becomes more prevalent [4, 5]. One of these studies, conducted in a tertiary
care women’s hospital in Pittsburgh, concluded that infusion of vaginal delivery shed blood is
feasible. Next steps would be trials of safety and effectiveness, but barriers – including purchasing
and maintaining equipment as well as costs for trained personnel – remain before implementation
of cell salvage for obstetric hemorrhage can be made routine [5].
The barriers mentioned in the study are examples that would be incurred in a general US
hospital, let alone a hospital or care center in a low-resource area as explained above. At the very
least, these barriers assume a safe and consistent supply of water, reliable electricity, and access
13

to the care center in the first place. None of the technologies that are being developed to facilitate
autotransfusion take into account the specific circumstances found in low resource areas [2], where
the listed assumptions are not a given. Therefore, the need remains for an autotransfusion device
capable of treating women in the places where the majority of postpartum hemorrhages occur.

2.2 EXISTING SOLUTIONS
A few solutions to address postpartum hemorrhage in low-resource settings currently exist.
While autotransfusion has been completed safely and effectively by collecting blood from
peritoneal cavity and filtering it through gauze, this method is not highly recommended [2].
However, most other solutions primarily address hemorrhage by stopping the bleeding and
stabilizing the patient without infusing blood, which results in a large net blood loss. A summary
of current solutions is below.
Device

Summary
Description: first-aid device designed to stabilize
women in hypovolemic shock due to PPH.
Components: articulated neoprene segments
fastened with Velcro.
Function: applies pressure to lower body and

Non-pnuematic anti-shock garment

abdomen, shunting blood from lower body to core
organs. Elevates blood pressure, increases preload,
improves cardiac output.
Notes: shown to be low-cost, effective, and scalable.
Weakly advised by WHO as temporary measure
until appropriate care available [1].
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Description: first-aid device designed to stabilize
women in hypovolemic shock due to PPH.
Components: urinary catheter, condom, cotton
string, Luer-lock one-way valve, illustrated
checklist, and data collection card (for Every Second
Matter for Mothers and Babies-UBT device).
Improvised uterine balloon tamponade
(UBT)

Condom rolled out and tied to end of catheter using
strings [6].
Function: balloon placed inside uterus and filled
with clean water (~300-500mL) until bleeding stops
[6].
Notes: requires multiple steps before can effectively
be placed [6]. Current studies suggest training and
device provision can be safe, low-cost, and effective
in managing PPH.
Description: antifibrinolytic agent (prevents clot
breakdown) used to reduce blood loss [7].
Components: self and delivery method.
Function: reduces uterine blood loss by blocking
lysine binding sites on plasminogen molecules. Has

Tranexamic acid (TXA)

potential to enhance effectiveness of patient’s own
hemostatic mechanisms [7].
Notes: very inexpensive, potentially safe, effective.
Recommended by WHO if oxytocin and other
uterotonics fail to stop bleeding, or if bleeding
thought to be due to trauma.

Table 2.1: Summary of existing solutions for PPH.
Unless otherwise indicated, derived from Dobiesz, et al. [2]
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3 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The technical specifications for this project, informed by the problem statement and design
criteria (Sections 1.1 and 1.3), are summarized in Table 3.1. Further descriptions are provided in
the following sections.
Specification

Intended value

Rationale
•

Bacterial reduction

Overall > 95% reduction
from original content

Iterates previous accomplishment
of ~70% overall reduction [8].

•

Safety level varies by bacterial
type, so actual reduction in end
device would vary by organism.

Blood processing speed

75-125 mL/min

•

with flow rate ~ 200mL/min
•

Blood clotting

ACT > 500 seconds

Comparable to dialysis machine

Should be long enough to filter
all collected blood by achieved
flow rate

Table 3.1: Summary of technical specifications.

3.1 BACTERIA REMOVAL
In a previous study of the device’s leukocyte depletion filters, various arrangements of
filters were able to consistently remove at least 73% of anaerobic bacteria, while some
configurations achieved 98% removal [8]. This study did not incorporate the Fc-mannose-binding
lectin (FcMBL) filter, which is a lab-produced component currently still in development.
The use of these two filter types in conjunction should allow for a consistent total bacterial
load reduction of 95%. This value of overall bacterial reduction was used as a placeholder for this
stage of testing. In the future, target reduction would be separated by bacterial type, as each has its
16

own level of safety [9]. However, bacterial content below 102 colony forming units per milliliter
(CFU/mL) is a generally accepted safety level [9].
In addition to the leukocyte depletion and FcMBL filters never having been tested together,
they have not been tested with large blood volumes similar to those experienced during PPH. The
effectiveness of the filters might decrease over time, so these bacterial content measurements
should be taken at several times over the course of filtration during initial testing. If there are sharp
decreases in efficacy over volume filtered, recommendations for the device use may have to be
adjusted.
Bacteria removal was verified using the methods in the previous study from this lab [8]
(outlined in Section 7.5.4). Samples of blood were removed from the device before and after
passing through the filter configuration. Gross bacterial concentrations as well as bacterial
concentrations per species were expressed as CFU/mL, and these concentrations were compared
to find percent decrease.

3.2 BLOOD PROCESSING SPEED
The rate at which the blood flows through the device should be sufficient to filter the blood
before clotting occurs while also ensuring adequate bacterial removal and a minimum of extra
technological inputs.
Rates of blood flow through the device have been limited to 10-20 mL/min in the previous
experimental models, which utilized an electric peristaltic pump and did not include the mannosebinding lectin filter [10]. Given that PPH is generally defined as a loss of more than 500 mL of
blood following vaginal delivery [7], this flow rate is not sufficient to allow for volume
resuscitation in an actively bleeding patient. This rate would also likely not be sufficient to allow
17

all the blood to flow through before clotting. With all these factors, the intended flow rate is
therefore 75-125 mL/min.
A comparable flow rate to consider is that of dialysis machines, which generally operate at
a speed of 200 mL/min [11]. The Haemonetics leukocyte filters that will be used based on the
Brigham team’s previous study [8] are rated for “rapid flow capacity” and “450 mL of
intraoperatively salvaged, washed, and concentrated autologous blood” but did not have a
numerical flow rating [12].
Due to testing requirements to have pre-determined flow rates, an electric peristaltic pump
will be used to set flow rates for initial testing. As a note, since the device should be operating with
a minimum of required inputs, the ideal method to run the system would be with gravity filtration
of the blood. This method will not be used in testing for this project because it is outside the scope
of proving feasibility of the system, but it should be considered in future iterations.

3.3 BLOOD CLOTTING
Blood clotting rate is described using a measurement known as activated clotting time
(ACT). Normal ACT range for blood, or the amount of time taken for blood to clot from first
exposed any surface other than endothelial cells, is 80 to 120 seconds [3].
To ensure that blood passing through the device does not clot within the tubing, the ACT
should be increased to the time that it takes for the device to filter the blood, with an extra margin
for security. A comparable range of 400-550 seconds is considered safe in cardiovascular surgery
[3]. As the blood is being batch processed, the ACT only needs to be long enough to run the entirety
of the blood through the filter system into the further anticoagulated transfusion bag.
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Since some clots will likely occur during blood collection despite anticoagulation, a depth
filter [13], described in Section 4.4, is used to remove clots before blood enters the filtration system
and ensure the device flow remains unimpeded.
ACT is determined using a Hemochron Response machine [14]. Two mL of whole blood
is placed in a Hemochron Celite ACT Tube, and the machine determines how many seconds it
takes for the blood in the tube to clot [14].
Based on the intended blood processing speed described for the expected blood volume,
ACT for blood entering the device should be greater than 500 seconds. However, if it is not, since
this filtration is happening outside of the body with an isolated system of blood, the ACT could
potentially be increased if needed using additional anticoagulation factor (though this would
require a determination of the effect of transfusing a specific quantity of blood with a high ACT
to a larger quantity with an ACT in the normal range).
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4 DESIGN
4.1 OVERVIEW OF PREVIOUS DEVICE DESIGN
As this project is one portion of a larger endeavor, the beginning of the design was based
on the latest iteration of the device, shown in Figure 4.1 below. The device began with collection
of post-vaginal delivery blood in an under-buttocks drape in Labor and Delivery. An electric
peristaltic pump was used to run the blood through a system of tubing connecting various types
and numbers of leukocyte depletion filters to an anticoagulated blood collection bag, after which
point the blood would be transfused to the patient in actual use [8].

Figure 4.1: Latest published iteration of device design.
The device, in order from left to right, includes a blood collection drape, an electric peristaltic pump,
three leukocyte depletion filters, and an anticoagulated blood collection bag [8].

Designs of the added components and of potential alterations to existing components are
described below.
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4.2 SEPARATION OF BLOOD COLLECTION AND FILTRATION
A large design change not directly related to the components themselves was the decision
to separate the device into two separate pieces: blood collection (drape and initial anticoagulation
using heparin) and blood filtration (the pump, each of the filters, and the endpoint blood collection
bag).
Postpartum hemorrhages generally occur either within an hour of birth, known as an acute
hemorrhage, or at some point over the next few days [2]. The Brigham team initially created the
device to treat the acute hemorrhages, as the more predictable timing and known location of the
mothers within operating areas removes many design constraints.
Following this determination, blood collected over the course of approximately an hour
could either be run in bulk or run continuously through the device. After consideration, the decision
was made that blood will be filtered in bulk rather than continuously for reasons described below.
First, bulk filtration allows the filters to run more efficiently. Even if 500 mL of blood from
the PPH were delivered into the device from the drape consistently over the course of 30 minutes
(an average rate of 16.7 mL/min), running the blood consistently would introduce air into the
tubing that could decrease filtration efficiency, especially through higher resistance filters. On the
other hand, bulk filtration would run at an intended rate of 75-125mL/min (Section 3.2) and
prevent air pocket formations.
In addition, bulk filtration also implies bulk collection, which would lead to easier
anticoagulation mechanisms (described in Section 4.3.2). Specifically, bulk filtration prevents the
need for continuous input of heparin into the system.
Perhaps the most important reason for dividing the device in the broader sense is saved
cost and resources. Division, and subsequent collection of blood before filtration, allows
21

determination of whether filtration is even needed before the device is employed. Not all
hemorrhaging results in a classification of PPH if physicians’ current treatment strategies [1] are
successful, so preventing unnecessary filtration will result in less waste, which is especially
important in these low-resource settings.

4.3 ANTICOAGULATION OF BLOOD
4.3.1 Anticoagulant Type
Multiple different anticoagulants can be used to store blood. For the purposes of this
project, the two main types considered were protease inhibitors (e.g. heparin) or calcium chelators
(e.g. ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid [EDTA]).
Heparin is frequently used as an anticoagulant because of its low cost, quick onset, and
ease of reversal, and is often used as a covalently immobilized surface coating on medical devices
[16]. Heparin functions by enhancing the antithrombin-mediated inactivation of proteases in the
coagulation pathway [17]. Specifically, low molecular weight heparin is recommended for
prophylaxis and treatment of thromboembolism in pregnancy over unfractionated heparin [18].
EDTA is also used as an anticoagulant, most often for diagnostic purposes [19] but also for
storage of whole blood [20, 21]. Unlike heparin, EDTA irreversibly chelates (or removes) calcium,
which is necessary for many of the enzyme reactions on the coagulation cascade, thereby
preventing clotting [19].
However, calcium is necessary for the function of the FcMBL filter [18]. To use EDTA or
another calcium chelator anticoagulant would result in an ineffective FcMBL filter. To address
that, calcium would have to be added back into the system before the filter, but doing so would be
22

equivalent to reversing anticoagulation. As a result, when blood passes through the filter, it would
begin to clot, especially given the large effective surface area (Section 4.5.2) of the filter. Because
of this, an anticoagulant that does not affect calcium content of blood was required.
Therefore, the anticoagulant chosen was heparin.

4.3.2 Heparin Delivery
The exact method of heparin delivery was a tested factor (described in Section 7.2.2), but
the delivery was chosen to be external to the patient rather than internal.
One consideration from the Brigham team was that the patient could be given heparin
directly through injection, an internal delivery method that would prevent any coagulation cascade
activation through contact with foreign surfaces beginning with the uterus. However, this
proposition was dismissed due to concerns of such an endeavor in the resource-limited settings,
specifically in anticoagulating a patient who is actively hemorrhaging. In addition, this proposition
would not be functional from a practical standpoint within the constraints of this project because
it would require Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval for testing with human subjects and
would also, again, not necessarily be entirely safe. Therefore, external heparin delivery was used.
Two primary methods of external delivery were considered: heparin conjugated to blood collection
bags and heparinized saline addition to a non-conjugated collection bag. While pre-conjugated
blood collection bags would be preferred for decreased complexity, soluble heparin could be added
to a non-anticoagulated blood collection bag in various concentrations if needed. The necessary
concentration value was begun at 1 unit heparin/mL blood, with effectiveness determined through
experimentation. Since Hemochron machines are not available in the low-resource settings in
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which the device will be used, this determination was intended for creating a heparinization
guideline to accompany the device.
Different method for delivery were discussed, and each of their advantages and
disadvantages are summarized below.
Method

Advantages
•

1. Purchasing a blood
collection bag with
conjugated heparin

•

Disadvantages

Method that requires least

Longer transition time

additional inputs to

and surface contact

system (only connection

between blood lost and

of bag to blood collection

anticoagulation, so larger

drape)

amount of conjugation

Predetermined heparin

cascade activation

concentration
•

•

•

Potential confusion of

Interchangeable if blood

effective heparin

loss exceeds volume of

concentration, resulting in

bag or if bag is damaged

more difficult calculation

before collection

for protamine addition if
necessary (Sec. 4.6.2)

•

Adjustable to blood loss

•

Also longer transition

of patient, so minimizes

time between blood lost

waste of resources

and anticoagulation, so

Addition is controlled, so

larger amount of

2. Heparinized saline

calculation of protamine

activation

addition to non-

addition (Sec. 4.6.2)

conjugated collection

straightforward

constant monitoring of

Saline addition would aid

blood volume

•

bag

•

patient in recovering
blood volume

•

•

Addition requires

Depending on how much
heparinized saline
solution is needed, one
larger collection bag
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(1000cc) or two smaller
bags (500cc, standard
size) will be needed for
total filtered volume
•

Minimal transition time

•

Adds another component

between blood lost and

requirement of sterilized

anticoagulation, so

foam, which could be

minimal amount of

difficult to get access to

coagulation cascade

in low resource areas
•

activation
3. Foam saturated with

•

Addition requires

Saline addition would aid

constant monitoring of

heparinized saline

patient in recovering

blood volume

(dismissed)

blood volume
•

•

Depending on how much

Serves as a depth filter for

heparinized saline

formed clots at same time

solution is needed, one

as heparinizing blood

larger collection bag
(1000cc) or two smaller
bags (500cc, standard
size) will be needed

Table 4.1: Analysis of advantages and disadvantages of heparin delivery methods.

4.4 DEPTH FILTER
Due to potential clot formation in collected blood despite heparinization, a depth filter was
added to the system as the first filter component to prevent these clots from entering and clogging
the rest of the device. The filter is a Haemonetics SQ40™ Microaggregate Blood Transfusion
Filter [13].
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This filter was chosen for its function as well as its relative availability and recognition in
the Brigham. The filter is rated for 40 µm microaggregate and component particulate matter
reduction, which should remove most clots that would cause concern for clogging the other filters,
and for up to 1 liter of blood [13], which would be sufficient for all but the greatest of PPHs.
In addition, the relatively small residual blood hold-up volume of 20 mL [13] is an
important consideration for the device overall because each filter’s hold-up volume is volume that
will not be delivered back to the patient. Therefore, while a larger depth filter could be used (in
terms of overall size rather than pore size), assuming efficient heparinization and minimal clotting,
the loss of blood return would negate potential benefits of faster flow rates from less concentrated
clot aggregation.

4.5 MANNOSE-BINDING LECTIN FILTER
While the FcMBL filter itself has been shown to function effectively for its intended
function of preventing sepsis [18], it has not yet been proven in conjunction with the leukocyte
depletion filters within this context. Testing this contextual efficacy is one of the main goals of
this project.

4.5.1 Previous Work
Since the FcMBL filter will come after the leukocyte depletion filters in the device, the
filter should be used to capture the bacteria that remain after leukocyte depletion. Using a
conservative estimate from the previous study of leukocyte depletion filters [8], the FcMBL filter
will need to reduce overall anaerobic bacteria content by (95-73) = 22%. In addition, this filter will
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be responsible for removal of other bacterial types, such as aerobes, bacteroides/prevotella, and
lactobacillus.
Preliminary FcMBL filter tests were conducted over summer 2019 by a member of the
Brigham team. Four flash-frozen, post-filtration blood samples from the previous study [8] were
run through the FcMBL filter. The samples were small enough, approximately 1 mL, that to collect
sufficient filtered blood to plate, air had to be pushed through the filter to recover the sample.
The results were varied over the four samples, with different initial bacterial concentrations
for each bacteria type listed. No direct conclusions could be drawn from these samples, though in
general 50-75% of the bacteria present after the original filtration was removed. Because this is a
second round of filtration, total bacterial removal from the sample is likely closer to the 95%
threshold previously established for safety (Section 3.1). These results were enough to move
forward under the assumption that the FcMBL filter could reach, or at least aid in reaching,
necessary bacterial load reduction.

4.5.2 Wyss Institute Design
The Wyss Institute has developed several variations of the FcMBL filter: a large-volume
and small-volume filter, and, for the small-volume filter, conjugation of FcMBL to either
microfibers or microbeads. Microbead filters are still under construction, and only microfibers are
currently used in the large-volume filter.
Both the large-volume and small-volume FcMBL filters were previously designed and
tested by the Wyss Institute to have optimal FcMBL conjugation to the filter fibers as well as to
have optimal surface area to volume ratios.
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The surface area of available mannose-binding lectin should be proportional to the
capability of the filter to reduce bacterial load. Increasing the available surface area should
therefore increase the capability to reduce bacterial load, which is especially important over large
blood volumes. Surface area could be increased by using microbeads rather than microfibers
and/or by increasing the total volume of the filter (and thereby allowing more material to be
included in the filter).
For this project, only the small-volume microfiber filters were tested, both for lack of
access to the others and for budget constraints that required minimization of necessary testing
configurations. However, the other two possibilities were considered, and are described below for
possible future consideration.

4.5.2.1 Alternative Design: Large-Volume Filter
The larger of the two filters was used with success in a pig model sepsis study where the
animal’s blood was being continually run through the filter [18]. However, the study was not
focused on the filter so data on the flow rate and efficacy over smaller volumes or short times has
not yet been published.
While the large-volume filter could potentially allow for greater bacterial reduction, it was
designed to filter the full blood volume of a human or pig several times over, not approximately
one-tenth of a human’s blood volume a singular time. The residual blood hold-up volume as
described for the depth filter (Section 4.4) would be great enough to prohibit return of most of the
collected blood.
In addition, the small-volume filter is preferred because of its lower resource requirement
and therefore much lower cost.
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4.5.2.2 FcMBL Filter Alternative Design: Microbead Filter
To increase the surface area to volume ratio within the small-volume filter, microbeads
could be used instead of microfibers to conjugate the FcMBL. The greater surface area of the
microbead filter should be more efficient at removing pathogens, and, if that were true and the
flow rate were unaffected, the microbead filter would be used in place of the microfiber.
Use of a microbead filters would be contingent upon the microbeads having a similar
ability to bind FcMBL. If they did not, the effective surface area (surface area containing active
FcMBL) should be determined and compared to find the more efficient material.
Effective surface area would be measured by finding the number of single components
(fibers or beads) by dividing total volume of the filter by the volume of a single component. The
number of components would then be multiplied by the surface area of one component, and, if
needed, then multiplied by the percentage of surface area that contains active FcMBL.
The current FcMBL filter measures 13.2 cm in length (for the inner compartment) and 3
cm in diameter, for a total volume of 93.3 cm3. This volume is currently filled with microfibers
approximately 1mm in diameter and the full compartment in length. The total surface area of
mannose-binding lectin, assuming full effective coverage of the fibers, is therefore approximately

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 =

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
∙ 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟
𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟

This results in a surface area of approximately (93.3/.001)*(0.415) = 3.87 m2, which should be
maintained or increased if the microbead filter were to be used.
Finalized cost of each filter would also be considered in the final decision, especially if
bacterial reduction efficacies were similar.
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4.6 ENDPOINT BLOOD COLLECTION BAG
4.6.1 Calcium Chelator Anticoagulant
The most common blood storage system for blood donations is a calcium chelator, and,
more specifically, citrate phosphate dextrose (CPD) [22]. Because of ease of access to these
collection bags at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and, hopefully, in most other settings, as well
as safety in directly transfusing blood that has been in contact with CPD [22], this was the chosen
endpoint collection system.
Alternatives would mainly be heparin, but a secondary anticoagulation structure using
calcium chelators would be more effective in ensuring clotting does not begin to form again once
the ACT of the filtered blood has been reached.

4.6.2 Consideration of Protamine Addition
To reverse the effects of heparin and return the ACT of patient blood to normal, protamine
sulfate is generally added to the blood [23]. 1 mg of protamine sulfate will neutralize 100 units of
heparin [24]. The amount of protamine added to this endpoint collection would therefore be
directly proportional to the amount of heparin added to the blood at the beginning of collection.
Protamine could be added either directly to the blood in the collection bag or given to the patient
via injection.
While protamine is used in cases of internal heparin delivery, the physicians on the team
indicated protamine addition was not necessary in this system of external delivery because of the
relatively low concentration of heparin added. Generally, heparin sodium salt in its soluble form
can be used to prevent coagulation by using 20-50 units of heparin per mL of blood in closed body
systems [15]. In this system, 1 unit of heparin per mL of blood was used. While protamine addition
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should remain a safety consideration in the future distribution of this device, it was not included
in testing for this project.

4.7 OVERALL DEVICE DESIGN
Incorporating each of the design changes indicated in this chapter results in a system that,
while similar to the original diagram shown in Figure 4.1, has fundamental changes. To illustrate
these differences more completely, two systems maps are shown below. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3
below describe the broad and specific systems in which this project will operate, respectively.
Figure 4.2 displays the process of the device’s necessity and function. When a patient
experiences PPH, the physicians will simultaneously place the device and follow existing protocols
to stop bleeding, as preventing as much blood loss as possible is safer and more effective for the
patient.

Figure 4.2: Overall device functionality.
In the case of a PPH, the device is intended to be used in conjunction with current treatment strategies
rather than as a replacement for them. For the simultaneous treatment strategies, the physicians and care
team of the patient might be able to stop the bleeding before sufficient blood loss is incurred to require a
transfusion. If this happens, the blood filtration process would not be required.

Figure 4.3 expands the yellow-highlighted portion of the larger system into the system of
the device itself. Many components of the device are already in place, so the new portions of the
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design are highlighted in red, while the necessary testing as the device is iterated is outlined in
purple.

Figure 4.3: Systems diagram for device.
Components of the device flow are shown in blue, new additions to the device flow compared to previous study [9] are
shown in red, and the testing points of the device are shown in purple. Testing points have arrows leading from and to the
components they will be testing, and arrows are annotated with decision logic for device iteration. The break between
blood collection in anticoagulated collection bag and the depth filter indicates a break in the device, whereby in practice
the second half of the device will only be used if a postpartum hemorrhage occurred. This reflects the “if needed” logic
between the two yellow components shown in the broad systems diagram (Figure 4.2).

4.8 DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
The design measures described in the above sections include many structural changes to
the device, not all of which can be tested at the same time or even in the same location. Because
of this, the build, measure, and verify portions of this project will be separated into three separate
phases: FcMBL filter optimization, flow rate verification, and full system testing. Each are
described in a chapter to follow.
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5 FCMBL FILTER OPTIMIZATION
As previously mentioned (Section 4.5), the FcMBL filter is currently optimized for
conjugation of the FcMBL to the filter fibers as well as for surface area to volume ratio of the filter
itself. However, the filter must also be optimized within the context of this device.

5.1 BUILD
5.1.1 Description
To test the FcMBL filters, two configurations will be used to simulate the two categories
of full system design: heparin addition through conjugation to blood bag versus heparin addition
as heparinized saline. The intent behind this distinction is to test the mechanical properties of the
FcMBL filter with blood at different viscosities, which would occur when blood is mixed with
various amounts of saline. The construction of the testing configurations is shown in Figure 5.1

and Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: FcMBL filter testing configuration 1.
Modeling heparin conjugation to blood collection bag: In this testing configuration, blood will be run
through only the FcMBL filter. Known quantities for the blood are shown at the top left. Measurements to
be taken are indicated at respective points in the configuration.

Figure 5.2: FcMBL filter testing configuration 2.
Modeling heparin addition through heparinized saline: In this testing configuration, a blood-saline
mixture of a known blood-saline ratio will be run through only the FcMBL filter. Knowns for the blood
are shown in the top left and for saline are shown at the bottom left. Measurements are indicated at
respective points in the configuration.
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5.1.2 Build Timeline
When blood supplies are available, these full configurations can be run within three days.
Day #
1

Plan/goal for day
Receive blood.
Spike with known quantities of desired bacteria. Run

2

blood through filter as shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2
. Collect measurements as indicated. Plate samples of
blood and incubate overnight.

3

Measure bacterial content of plates.
Table 5.1: Build timeline for FcMBL filter testing.

The timeline was dependent upon Wyss analysis lab’s bandwidth for testing on a given
day, so the entire process of the build took approximately one week for a single set of
measurements. A single set for this optimization setup was tentatively defined as 3 runs of each
configuration, one at each flow rate, though this was modified as needed based on resources. Each
run consisted of one construction, which was defined as the building of a device prototype with a
specific value for each variable.

5.1.3 Build Variables
The main variables and values of those variables are summarized in Table 5.2.
Flow rate

Blood : Saline

(mL/min)

ratio (Config 2)

20

no saline

50

10:1

75

5:1

Media, spiked with E. Coli
Heparinized whole porcine blood
TBS-Tween-20 with CaCl

Table 5.2: Variables list for FcMBL filter testing.
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The flow rates indicated in Table 5.2 were a range between the flow rate previously used
in post-vaginal delivery blood testing [8] and the specification flow rate previously established
(Section 3.2). The reason for this range was to establish baseline efficacies for previous testing and
compare to changes that might be made.
Blood to saline ratios were determined by advice from team physicians (J. Schantz-Dunn,
personal communication, September 2019) as well as from consideration of total volume to be
filtered. For example, a 5:1 ratio for a PPH of 500 mL would add an additional 100 mL of volume,
which depending on flow rate, could significantly increase the amount of time to return blood to
the patient. This is especially important within the context of the ACT, as increasing total time
could result in clotting. For this reason, 5:1 was determined to be the largest ratio to be tested.
For the purposes of this project, only E. coli was used to test the bacterial reduction, given
that E. coli was the most readily available bacteria in the lab and the easiest to test. In addition,
considering the limited number of available filters, optimization was focused more on the
mechanical properties of the filter than biological ones. Various bacterial types were examined in
the full system test (Section 7.5.4). Media types indicated reflect the ideal case of heparinized
whole porcine blood and the buffer TBS-Tween-20 with CaCl that was used instead because of
complications experienced with ordered blood (described further in Section 5.4.1).

5.2 METHODS
The methods varied slightly by whether testing was conducted with buffer or blood, and
these differences are described in the following sections. However, general setup was consistent
between all types of testing.
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5.2.1 Experimental Setup
Sterile quarter inch tubing from perfusion packs was connected to either end of the FcMBL
filters after being flushed with ethanol to ensure sterility and then TBS-Tween-20 with calcium
chloride buffer to clear the ethanol. Once tubing was connected, 200 mL of TBS-Tween-20 with
calcium chloride was pumped through the tubing and filter system to clear the storage PBS-EDTA
from the inner FcMBL chamber. All fluid was collected in a large container initially containing
bleach to kill E. Coli. This setup is shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: FcMBL filter optimization testing setup.

A pre-determined concentration of approximately 104 CFU/mL of E. Coli was added to the
test media. (Stock concentration was 5 x 108 CFU/mL, so 20 µL of stock solution were added to
1L of media, buffer or blood, to achieve desired concentration.) Test media was kept on ice for the
duration of testing to prevent bacterial growth.
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Flow rate was set by a Cole Parmer Masterflex L/S® Easy-Load® II pump [25]. One or
two pump heads were used at a time based on flow rate needs and test media volume.
Pre-filtration samples were collected at the beginning and end of the filtration to determine
both initial bacterial load and potential bacterial load increased over the course of the test. A threeway connector was added to the output end of the filter to allow drawing of samples directly from
the filter. Output blood samples were collected at every 50-100 mL interval of blood filtered, with
the ideal being an interval of every 50 mL, though that interval was generally increased based on
resources related to both numbers of bacterial culture plates available and time necessary to read
them.

5.2.2 Bacterial Culture
The samples were spiral plated onto BBL™ Trypticase™ Soy Agar with 5% Sheep Blood
(TSA II) plates [26] using an Eddy Jet 2 to deliver 50 µL of sample. Duplicates were created for
each sample then incubated at 37o C, 5% CO2 for 18-24 hours.
A Flash-and-Go plate reader was used to count the colony-forming units of E. Coli after the
designated incubation time.

5.3 INITIAL FCMBL FUNCTIONALITY IN BUFFER
The first step in evaluating the FcMBL filter functionality and verifying experimental
design was to run the FcMBL filter in buffer rather than blood. 20 µL of 5 x 108 CFU/mL stock
solution E. Coli was added to 1 L of TBS-Tween-20 with calcium chloride.
This buffer was chosen because calcium is required to activate the FcMBL filter, so testing
in a buffer without calcium would have resulted in an inactivated filter and therefore no bacterial
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reduction. Testing was completed at a flow rate of 20 mL/min to simulate previous testing rates
with discarded vaginal delivery blood [8]. A total volume of 1000 mL buffer was used to determine
bacterial reduction over twice the anticipated volume of a PPH. This was done to simulate a
potentially more severe case or a greater volume created by heparinized saline addition to blood.
Results are shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Bacterial counts in initial FcMBL filter testing with buffer.
Bacterial counts in FcMBL filter testing using E. Coli 41949 at initial concentration of 104 CFU/mL in
TBS-Tween-20 with CaCl buffer. Testing completed at flow rate of 20mL/min to simulate previous human
testing rates. First 1mL filtered had a 70% reduction in bacterial content. Fluctuations in later values
indicate E. Coli growth over time despite buffer being kept on ice during testing. At 900mL, bacteria
reduction was 31%. Trends indicate potential loss of filter function over time. Cultured using BBL™
Trypticase™ Soy Agar with 5% Sheep Blood (TSA II) plates.

Bacterial reduction was presented as changes in bacterial counts rather than percentages
because for most data points, the bacterial count exceeds the initial. However, the first 1 mL of
buffer filtered had a 70% reduction in bacterial content.
Fluctuations in later values indicate possible E. Coli growth over time despite buffer being
kept on ice during testing. Another possibility is that bacterial content became unevenly distributed
through the buffer over time, since a magnetic stir plate was not available in the BL2 lab.
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At 900mL buffer filtered, bacteria reduction from filtration was 31%. This might have been
greater if bacterial growth could reliably be separated from bacterial reduction – a goal for future
tests. The sample taken from the pre-filtration buffer solution at the end of testing had a bacterial
count of 2 x 103 CFU/mL, which at a factor of 10 lower than the original bacterial content supports
the theory of uneven bacterial distribution.
Based on these results, trends tentatively indicate potential loss of filter function over time.

5.4 FLOW RATE TESTING
5.4.1 Updates from Initial Functionality Testing with Buffer
Several modifications to testing regime were made between the functionality in buffer
testing and flow rate testing.
First, blood was intended to be used instead of buffer. Three liters of heparinized whole
porcine blood were ordered with the intention of being split into six tests of 500 mL each. When
they were opened on the day of testing, large clots had formed in at least a third of the blood. As
much blood as possible was salvaged from around the clots, but sufficient clots remained to clog
the FcMBL filters within 50 mL of blood, to the point that the filters began leaking due to built
pressure. Depth filters (Section 4.4) were considered to remove the clots, but it was decided that
adding those filters would be more prohibitive than helpful because the clots caught in the filter
would experience continued bacterial growth. This increased bacterial load would then be passed
into the blood run through the depth filter, thereby artificially increasing bacterial counts in the
results. Because of the costs of blood (~ $100 per liter) and timing constraints, this set of tests was
run with TBS-Tween-20 with calcium chloride buffer as well.
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To address the potential bacterial growth seen in the functionality testing, several changes
were made during testing. Buffer containers were put on ice at least 20 minutes before testing
began to ensure lower and consistent temperature of the buffer solution. To replicate the effects of
a magnetic stir plate within context, the buffer container was gently shaken after each sample was
taken. Finally, there was concern that residual sample in the three-way connecter could have
contaminated each successive sample, so a “discard” sample of ~ 1 mL was taken in a discard
syringe before each recorded sample to clear the connector.

5.4.2 Results
Each flow rate was run three times, and the average percent reduction of bacteria was found
at 100 mL intervals until 500 mL. This average percent reduction is displayed in Figure 5.5.
Positive percent reduction indicates reduction in bacterial counts over time, while negative percent
reduction indicates that the bacterial count at a sample point was greater than the initial count.
Percent reduction was used as a metric not only to be comparable to the technical
specification (Section 3.1), but also because bacterial counts varied greatly among the 20 mL/min
tests, leading to a standard error too great to allow determination of significance.
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Figure 5.5: FcMBL filter optimization at various flow rates in buffer, no saline.
Testing was completed at flow rates of 20, 50, and 75 mL/min. Each flow rate had a sample size n=3.
Data show average percent reduction at each volume filtered, with bars indicating ±1 standard error.
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An ANOVA single factor test was performed on the percent reductions across each flow rate
and at each sample point, with the results summarized in Table 5.3. The null hypothesis for the
ANOVA test was that mean bacterial reduction across each flow rate was the same.
Volume filtered (mL)

ANOVA p-value

100

0.581

200

0.033 *

300

0.982

400

0.615

500

0.919

Table 5.3: ANOVA p-values for FcMBL filter optimization, flow rate testing.

As seen, only the 200 mL data collection point showed a significant difference between flow
rates in percent bacterial reduction (p = 0.033, α = 0.05). However, since this is only at one volume,
and since percent reduction is approximately zero for each of the flow rates, this result is not reason
enough to make a decision of one flow rate over the other. For this reason, though t-tests could
have been conducted among the flow rates to determine which showed greatest reduction, they
were not deemed productive at this stage of testing.

5.5 SALINE RATIO TESTING
As shown in Figure 5.2, saline ratio testing was to involve the addition of saline to collected
blood to mimic addition of heparinized saline in full system testing with post-delivery blood.
Because this saline addition would change the viscosity of blood collected and therefore potentially
change the blood interaction with the FcMBL filter, buffer could not be used as an analog in this
portion of testing. However, consistent with complications seen in flow rate testing (Section 5.4.1),
blood ordered for this testing was also clotted on arrival and therefore unusable.
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Because of cost and timing constraints, this stage of testing could not be completed.
However, intended methods and expected results are explained in the following sections.

5.5.1 Methods
Methods would have been consistent with those described in Section 5.2 with the exception
of the addition of calcium to the blood concurrently with the E. Coli addition. Since the blood had
an unknown calcium content, 5 mL of CaCl was to be added to the liter of blood (a 5 millimolar
concentration), ensuring sufficient calcium to activate the FcMBL in the filter. This was not
necessary for buffer tests because the buffer already contained calcium.
Flow rates of 20 and 75 mL/min were to be tested using blood to saline ratios of no saline,
10:1, and 5:1 consistent with build variables outlined in Table 5.2. Ideally, 50 mL/min would have
also been included as a variable because no statistical significance directly justified removing it,
but due to limited filters and the high cost of blood, this flow rate would have been excluded.

5.5.2 Results
Results would have been determined using similar reduction percentages and tests of
significance to the flow rate stage (Section 5.4.2). Added complexity would have been incurred
from determining significance both between flow rates and among saline ratios. ANOVA tests
would have been used for different saline ratios at a singular flow rate, and t-tests would have been
used to establish which mean(s) were difference if significance occurred. In addition, t-tests
between flow rates at the same saline ratio would have been completed to test effect of flow rate
on bacterial reduction, given that there were only two different flow rates being tested. If
combination(s) of flow rates and saline ratios were determined to have significantly higher
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bacterial reduction, those flow rate(s) and saline ratio(s) would have informed testing variable for
flow rate verification testing (Section 6.1.2).

5.6 DISCUSSION
Because the FcMBL filter was not the only filter in the overall device, it was not expected
to fulfill 95% bacterial reduction on its own in the overall system, where bacterial counts and
speciation are much greater and more varied, respectively. However, it was proven to have
sufficient efficacy to prevent sepsis in 24-hour studies using only E. coli [18], so for initial testing
it should show similar levels of efficacy in that respect.
The flow rate testing did not provide conclusive results on what flow rate(s) were preferred
for bacterial reduction, especially as all reductions shown in Figure 5.5 were centered around 0%.
However, the improvements in methods from initial functionality testing (Section 5.4.1) made the
results overall more consistent, with reduction fluctuating less between each sample (Figure 5.5).
Concern existed that perhaps the increase in bacterial content from initial addition to the
media was due to bacterial growth, but in comparing pre-filtration bacterial loads at the beginning
and end of testing, this was not found to be the case. This was even true for the lower flow rates,
which were expected to have a greater overall bacterial increase given the longer time period of
testing. However, the stock of E. Coli used across each of these tests had been unfrozen and
refrozen several times. While this should not have affected the results, a different, previously
unopened stock was used in the following stage of testing (Section 0).
Furthermore, lack of bacterial reduction in the filter may have been due to filter
inactivation, though it is unclear what might have caused that given the calcium content of the
TBS-Tween-20 buffer. Possibly TBS-Tween-20 being a detergent could have negatively affected
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the filter functionality (L. Moyer, personal communication, February 2020); however, it was the
media used in all previous lab testing with the filter and had not shown any negative effects (S.
Lightbown, personal communication, February 2020).
Other potential factors in the lack of reduction may have included mechanical properties
of the filter, again resulting in the desire to complete testing rounds with blood. Perhaps when
testing with blood, reduction efficacy would have increased due to a better ability of the filter to
bind bacteria in blood rather than in buffer (addressed further in Section 8.2).
While the initial concentration of E. Coli was chosen because it reflected the upper limit of
the plate reader capability, this concentration was not entirely accurate to initial bacterial content
in the samples of post-vaginal delivery blood collected (Section 7.6). If these tests were to be run
again, testing with higher concentrations of E. Coli and/or with mixtures of different bacteria
would be a productive next step to better approximate the filter’s intended use scenarios.
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6 FLOW RATE VERIFICATION
Because animal (specifically pig) and human blood have similar viscosities [27], the
mechanical effects of running animal blood through the full device would be similar to those of
running human blood. Due to the extra considerations needed to test the full device with human
blood, an analog using pig blood was to be run in the lab to ensure the flow rate(s) determined in
the FcMBL filter optimization are possible for the remainder of the device. However, as described
in Section 5.4.1, blood could not be used. Therefore, flow rate verification testing was completed
with buffer.

6.1 BUILD
6.1.1 Description
The build was similar to that discussed with the FcMBL filter optimization, only with the
addition of the three extra filters that were used in the full system testing with human blood.
Further, an extra measurement point was added before the FcMBL filter to gauge effectiveness of
the device with and without the addition of the FcMBL filter.
In an ideal world, two testing configurations would have been included to address both
heparinization techniques as planned for the FcMBL filter optimization (Section 5.1.1). However,
since blood could not be used, testing with saline ratios in Configuration 2 could not be done.
Figure 6.1 reflects the completed testing configuration.
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Figure 6.1: Flow rate verification testing configuration.
Configuration reflected filter configurations of complete device. Known quantities are shown in top left.
Measurements taken are indicated at respective points.

6.1.2 Build Variables
The build variables for flow verification were the same variables as shown in Table 5.2,
with the removal of some based on the results of the FcMBL filter optimization (Section 5.6). The
new variables are reflected in Table 6.1.
Flow rate

Blood : Saline

(mL/min)

ratio

75

no saline

Media, spiked with E. Coli
TBS-Tween-20 with CaCl

Table 6.1: Build variables for flow rate verification.

Flow rate was held consistent at 75 mL/min. Because there was no measured statistical
significance in bacterial reduction among the various flow rates tested in FcMBL filter
optimization (Section 5.4.2), the flow rate that most aligned with the technical specification for
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blood processing speed (Section 3.2) was used. While it was indicated previously that multiple
flow rates could be tested under this circumstance (Section 5.1.3), limited numbers of filters
required that one flow rate be chosen to have enough filters to perform repeated experiments.

6.2 METHODS
Experimental setup and bacterial cultures were consistent with methods described in
Section 5.2. All connected filters are shown in Figure 6.2, and experimental setup is depicted in
Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.2: Flow rate verification testing connected filters and tubing.
Filter configurations consistent with Figure 6.1. Arrows indicate direction of flow.
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Figure 6.3: Flow rate verification testing setup.

6.3 RESULTS
The experiment was run twice, and average percent reduction in bacteria was found for
both tests at points 1) after the leukocyte depletion filters and 2) after the leukocyte depletion and
FcMBL filters. Samples were taken at 20 and 50 mL, as well as at every 100 mL interval until
testing completion at 500 mL. The earlier samples were taken to assess whether bacterial reduction
values were greater in a previously untested range. Average percent reductions are depicted in
Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Flow rate verification testing in buffer, no saline, flow rate 75 mL/min.
Testing was completed in TBS-Tween-20 with CaCl with n = 2, with samples taken 1) after filtration
through the leukocyte depletion filters and 2) after filtration through leukocyte depletion and FcMBL
filters. Data show average percent reduction at each volume filtered, with error bars indicating ± 1
standard error.

Maximal bacterial reduction was seen after filtering 20 mL, with a reduction of 77.09 ±
0.87% for the leukocyte filters and a reduction of 77.15% ± 3.32% for the leukocyte depletion and
FcMBL filters together. Reduction trended overall lower after that point for both filter
configurations.
Though only two tests were completed due to timing and filter number constraints, rather
than the preferred three to determine true statistical significance, some measure of significance
was needed. Therefore, a t-test assuming equal variance was performed at each sample point, and
results are summarized in Table 6.2. The null hypothesis was that the mean reduction of leukocyte
depletion and FcMBL filters together was the same as the mean reduction of the leukocyte
depletion filters alone, with the alternative hypothesis being that mean reduction of leukocyte
depletion and FcMBL filters together was greater. A t-test was used because two populations were
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being compared, and equal variance was assumed because samples were taken from the same
media within each test. P-values were recorded for a single tail to align with the alternative
hypothesis.
Volume filtered (mL)

t-test p-value

20

0.495

50

0.146

100

0.435

200

0.248

300

0.194

400

0.140

500

0.140

Table 6.2: t-test p-values for flow rate verification testing.

No statistical significance was seen between the two filter configurations at an α level of
0.05, so the null hypothesis failed to be rejected. Therefore, the addition of the FcMBL filter did
not appear to contribute bacterial reduction to the system.

6.4 DISCUSSION
The initial intention behind running this stage of experimentation was to ensure that the
filter configurations could be successfully pumped at a much higher flow rate than had been
previously used [8]. Because no leaks were observed, especially at vulnerable connections between
the filters, and because some bacterial reduction was seen, specifically in earlier samples (20 and
50 mL in Figure 6.4), this goal was achieved.
The secondary intention was to assess bacterial reduction. As seen in Figure 6.4, reduction
was relatively high for samples at 20 and 50 mL, then dropped off at 100 mL and after. The lack
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of reduction after 100 mL was consistent with results seen in FcMBL filter optimization (Figure
5.5). Two conclusions could be drawn from these results.
First, because reduction dropped off significantly, the filters could have become saturated
over volume filtered. To determine whether this was the case, imaging would need to be done of
the filter fibers at different volumes to determine the number of bacteria conjugated over time.
Because this would require several filters to be taken apart at less than full testing volumes of 500
mL, imaging was not feasible within this project, but will be important for future testing.
Second, this data supported the potential conclusion that the FcMBL filter was not
productively activated, discussed in Section 5.6. Filter efficacy dropped off at the same point as in
FcMBL filter optimization testing, and the FcMBL filter did not significantly increase bacterial
reduction. To fully substantiate this claim, a media other than TBS-Tween-20, preferably
heparinized whole porcine blood, would have to be used in the same configuration. Significance
not only between blood tests of different filters but also between filter configurations with different
media would need to be determined. If media really were the issue in FcMBL filter functionality,
the expected results of this additional testing would be that in blood testing the null hypothesis
would be rejected, and bacterial reduction with all the filters would be significantly greater in blood
than reduction in buffer.
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7 FULL SYSTEM TESTING WITH HUMAN BLOOD
7.1 DESCRIPTION
The full system testing with human blood required the expertise and physical presence of
each member of the Brigham team for at least one component, and therefore required the most
planning and intentionality. In addition to necessitating the physical presence of the team, testing
of the human blood involved the movement of all the device components from the Wyss Institute
lab to the Brigham and Women’s Hospital Labor and Delivery department (L&D), as well as the
construction of the device in a sterile environment.
The main goal of this full system testing was to incorporate the heparin delivery method
(Section 7.4.1) as well as to test the functionality of the filters in the real biological system of
human blood rather than in the analogue of animal blood. As previously mentioned, heparin
delivery method was not able to be tested in animal model because blood will be received already
anticoagulated. In addition, human blood from a “field test” had many more types of bacterial
contamination than animal blood spiked with known bacterial content, which necessitated bacterial
speciation analysis in addition to general determination of bacterial reduction.

7.2 BUILD
The full outline of the build is shown in Figure 7.1. The same measurements were taken as
in the flow verification testing (Section 6), with the addition of several measurements related to
the new variable of heparinization method as well as measurements that were in previous testing
constant, such as the input blood volume.
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Figure 7.1: Full system testing diagram.
The two (or three) testing configurations are described in the top left. System components included in the previous
iteration of the device [9] are shown in blue, and new components are shown in purple (the endpoint blood collection bag
was previously included but is classified as new due to the protamine addition). Measurements to be taken are outlined at
the point to be taken. The break in the grey line connection of the system reflects the division of the device.

7.2.1 Build Timeline
The approximate timeline for the build is shown in Table 7.1. One complete round of
testing was estimated to take two weeks, with the majority of that time being spent in the analysis
and iteration phases, particularly due to the time required to complete bacterial reduction and
speciation analysis.
The estimated time to be spent directly in L&D was four days. The first was used to
construct the devices that will be tested in a sterile environment. The next three days were set aside
for testing. This amount of time was planned given that deliveries were unpredictable, especially
when considering that testing was also contingent upon a delivery involving sufficient blood loss
to run with the limited team availability and number of filters allowed for in the budget. According
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to team members involved in the previous study, this “sufficient” blood loss for testing was 200250 mL, below which the samples taken were too diluted by saline priming of the system (Section
7.5.2).
Day #

Plan/goal for day
Move components from Wyss to L&D. Assemble six

1

complete constructions in sterile environment for use over
next three days.

2
3
4

Location in L&D department. Collect blood samples as
become available and run through filtration device. Take
measurements as shown in Figure 7.1. Send blood samples
from testing to analysis labs for bacterial reduction and
speciation analyses as soon as possible.

5

Begin initial analysis of collected data. Ensure all needed

6

components for next round of testing (if doing) are on hand

7

or ordered to be on hand by next round (day 5/6). Hold

8

preliminary debrief from L&D experience, including

9

thoughts on how to modify device based on either
numerical data or practical observations during testing.

10

Incorporate bacterial reduction analysis into discussion as
received (~ day 9/10).

11

Team meeting to discuss options based on all data and
notes. Solidify design for next iteration of device.

12

Create next iteration of device. Order any new parts as

13

necessary.

14

(extra day, if needed)

Table 7.1: Build timeline for one round of full system testing with human blood.
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7.2.2 Build Variables and Measurements
Given the increased complexity of the full system test, there were more unknowns going
into the system. Variables and measurements are summarized in Table 7.2. Exact values of the
variables were intended to be dependent on previous testing (Sections 5.6 and 6.4).
Heparinization configurations are numbered according to their appearance in Section 4.3.2.
For the six device constructions mentioned in the timeline, three were intended for Configuration
1 and three for Configuration 2. Ideally, there would be one flow rate that each construction will
be tested at, though it was possible that there would be more. The ability to run six constructions
was also highly dependent on the deliveries and day, so if six could not be run, the constructions
were to be evenly split between the different configurations, with a potential bias toward
Configuration 2 if the optimal blood to saline ratio still needed to be determined.
Variables

Measurements

Heparin delivery method
-

Heparin concentration

-

Blood to saline ratio for

ACT of blood
Blood mixture viscosity
Protamine addition amount

Configuration 2
Input flow rate

Output flow rate

Filter number and order
Input blood volume
Duration of hemorrhage
Input and output bacterial
content and speciation
Total filter run time
Table 7.2: Build variables and measurements.
Measurements on the same row as a variable indicate a measurement dependent on variable.
Bold of heparin delivery method indicates that it is the central variable for the full system test.
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7.3 MEASURE & VERIFY
Measurements to be taken are indicated in Figure 7.1 and Table 7.2. Budgeted total time
for this experiment was four weeks, which included a total of two full sets of tests. Conservative
sample size estimates for each configuration were n = 6.
Input and output flow rate were to be determined using flow probes to measure exact rates.
Changes in flow rate would be used to determine if clogging is occurring within the filters that
could not be directly observed.
ACT of blood would be measured before and after heparinization to determine the effect
of heparin concentration on ACT. Concentrations would then be modified as needed to achieve
the specification of >500 seconds. These modifications were to be made between each test because
the overall number of tests were limited.
Output blood samples were collected at approximately every 100 mL interval of blood
filtered. The ideal interval was every 50 mL, especially with the lower blood volumes run than
anticipated, though that interval was increased based on budgetary resources that limited the
number of samples that could be processed.

7.4 MODIFICATIONS TO TESTING
Because testing took place in Brigham and Women’s Hospital’s Labor and Delivery
department under constraints of a previously established Institutional Review Board (IRB)
protocol, a few modifications in testing had to be introduced from the original design of
experiments.
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7.4.1 Heparinization Timing
As outlined in Section 4.3.2, heparin addition was intended to be tested in two different
configurations: 1) heparin conjugated to blood collection bag and 2) heparinized saline addition to
blood collection bag. However, under the previously established IRB protocol, no changes could
be made to the patient experience or provider protocols, which included changing the patient and
physician interaction with the blood collection drape by 1) attaching a collection bag to it or 2)
adding heparinized saline to the bottom of the drape before delivery.
Considering this, drapes were left unaltered until they would normally be removed from
the patient, approximately 20-30 minutes post-delivery. The testing configuration therefore
became limited to a bolus addition of free heparin to collected blood when drape was received.
The consequence of this configuration was to receive blood that was already partially
clotted, which limited the amount of blood that could be run through the filter without
overwhelming the system with clots.

7.4.2 Determination of ACT
Because the blood was already partially clotted, the Hemochron machine could not
accurately be used to determine the activated clotting time of the blood. This specification will
remain to be an important metric in future testing, but for the purposes of this project was not
measured.

7.4.3 Flow Rate Estimation
In order to connect the filter system to the under buttocks drape, the Brigham and Women’s
Hospital team ordered a specialized tubing system from Medtronic that also included ports to allow
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for blood collection from the tubing. An electric peristaltic pump was constructed during the
previous study [8] that could be used in conjunction with the Medtronic tubing. The maximum
flow rate of this pump, calculated by constructing a full system and running 250 mL of saline at
the maximum pump speed, was 50 mL/min.
In testing with blood, the flow rate was inconsistent due to pauses to collect blood and due
to flow disruptions caused by clots and air pockets. The pump speed was changed as needed over
the course of each experiment. However, each of the four tests had an average flow rate of 20
mL/min, calculated by dividing the total blood volume filtered by the run time of the test from
initial drape connection to end of filtration. The maximum flow rate therefore would have been at
least slightly greater, but the flow probes available at the Wyss Institute lab were only functional
for a smaller tubing size and therefore could not be used to measure instantaneous flow rate at
different points of the device as intended.

7.5 METHODS
7.5.1 Construction of Device
The device was sterilely constructed in the Labor and Delivery department one to three
days before use in testing. Full details of construction technique are included in the appendix.
When not in use, the device was placed in a sealed plastic bag and refrigerated at 4o C to preserve
the FcMBL filters in best condition.

7.5.2 Preparation for Blood Filtration
After a delivery was confirmed, the device was prepared for use. A 500cc bag of saline
was retrieved and injected with 5 mL of 100 units/mL heparin for a total of 500 units. The device
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was then spiked into the saline bag using the Medtronic tubing y-connector spike end (Figure
13.1), and approximately 250 mL of saline were run through the system to fully prime the filters.
This volume was necessary not only to fill the residual volume of the filters and tubing, but also
to flush the FcMBL filter of its storage PBS-EDTA.
The priming could have been done with solely with saline rather than heparinized saline,
but the addition of heparin was made in hopes of continued prevention of clotting within the system
during filtration, especially if not all collected blood had been effectively heparinized.
Once the device was primed, the connection to the saline bag was clamped. When the
under-buttocks drape was received from the delivery room, blood volume collected was
determined by reading the gradations marked on the drape. A bolus addition of heparin was added
to the blood at a concentration of 1 unit heparin/mL of blood.
The drape outlet was then snipped using scissors and the second, open tubing prong of the
y-connector beginning of the tubing was connected to the drape. When the connection was secure,
the pump was turned on, and blood began flowing through the system.
All outputs of the system including the saline priming and FcMBL filter flush were
collected into a single 1 L, non-anticoagulated collection bag. This was possible because samples
were collected from a port in the tubing before the bag, and none of the outputs were being further
tested or returned to a patient. However, in the future, this would not be possible: priming solution
would have to be collected separately from actual blood and discarded.
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7.5.3 Sample Collection
Three-way connectors were built into the tubing system to allow for pre- and post-filtration
blood sample collections (Figure 13.1). During priming of the device, the ports were opened as
well to allow for heparinization of the surfaces.
For each sample collected, the port was opened, and a small amount of blood was allowed
through before the syringe was connected to prevent cross-contamination of samples.
Approximately 10 mL of sample was collected and distributed between two BD Vacutainer™ K2
EDTA 7.2mg Lavender Plastic Blood Collection Tubes [28]. These tubes were stored until sent to
the Microbiology Laboratory for testing, as described in the following section.

7.5.4 Bacterial Cultures
The bacterial biome present in vaginal delivery blood is extremely varied. To address this
fact, multiple different bacterial culture medias were used. The purpose of this differentiation in
bacterial species was to determine whether certain bacterial types were preferentially removed
using these specific filter configurations and therefore aid in future iteration decisions.

7.5.4.1 Description of Culture Medias
The six media types used are summarized below.
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Media Type

Characteristics

Trypticase Soy Agar

General purpose medium used for the cultivation of a wide

(TSA)

variety of facultative bacteria

MacConkey Agar (MAC)

Selective and differential medium for the isolation of
Gram-negative and enteric bacilli

Chocolate blood agar

Nonselective, enriched growth medium for the isolation

(CHOC)

and cultivation of fastidious organisms

Brucella with hemin,
vitamin K and sheep
blood Agar (BMB)
Laked Blood with
Kanamycin and
Vancomycin Agar (LKV)
Rogosa Agar (ROG)

Enriched non-selective medium used for cultivation of
obligate anaerobic bacteria
Enriched selective medium for the isolation and partial
identification of obligate anaerobic gram-negative bacilli
Selective medium for the isolation and enumeration of
lactobacilli

Table 7.3: Media types for bacterial reduction in full system testing.

7.5.4.2 Method of Culturing
Blood samples were kept refrigerated at 4oC until transported to the Microbiology
Laboratory. The samples were placed into an anaerobic chamber (Coy Scientific) containing an
atmosphere of 10% carbon dioxide, 10% hydrogen and 80% nitrogen. Each sample was vortexed
and serial 10-fold dilutions of the samples were made in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) ranging
from 10-1 to 10-5. Aliquots of the original samples and dilutions were plated onto selective and
nonselective media for the recovery of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria (Table 7.3). Trypticase soy
agar with 5% sheep blood (TSA), MacConkey agar (MAC), and chocolate blood agar (CHOC)
plates were removed from the anaerobic chamber and incubated at 37oC in ambient air (TSA and
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MAC) or at 37oC in 5% carbon dioxide (CHOC) for 48 hours before enumeration. Brucella agar
with Vitamin K, hemin and 5% sheep blood (BMB), laked blood with kanamycin and vancomycin
(LKV) and Rogosa agar (ROG) were incubated in the anaerobic chamber for a minimum of 120
hours at 37oC before enumeration. Bacterial concentrations were expressed as log10 colony
forming units (CFU) per mL of sample.

7.6 RESULTS OF FULL SYSTEM TESTING
Discarded blood following vaginal delivery was collected from four patients’ underbuttocks drapes to be tested. The results are shown in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3.
The various measurements taken during testing are summarized in the table below. Because
the two heparinization configurations could not be tested, differentiation was allocated to running
systems with (+) or without (-) the FcMBL filter to determine whether the filter had significant
effect on bacterial content, and, if so, on which specific organisms.
Time delivery to

Total initial

heparinization

bacterial content

(min)

(x 103 CFU/mL)

500

20

~ 1000

+

600

25

~ 11

3

-

100

12

~300

4

-

300

10

~ 48

FcMBL filter

Blood volume

+/-

collected (mL)

1

+

2

Patient Number

Table 7.4: Summary of full system testing variables and measurements.

As explained in Section 7.4.3, all tests were completed at an average 20 mL/min flow rate
based on the flow capacity of the available pump. Results of each configuration are displayed in
the following sections.
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7.6.1 Full System Test with FcMBL Filter
The blood collected for the first two patients was filtered through a full system including
an FcMBL filter. Both patients had a total collected blood volume of at least 500 mL, which was
consistent with what would be seen in a PPH. However, fewer samples were collected than
anticipated, and over a smaller volume than full collected volume, because clotting within the
samples before heparinization overwhelmed the depth filter around 200-250 mL filtered, therefore
preventing further filtration.
Samples were collected pre- and post-filtration and tested according to the methods
described in Section 7.5. Post-filtration samples were taken at two different volumes, and bacterial
reduction from respective pre-filtration sample is indicated in Figure 7.2. Reduction was separated
by media type used, and each type is indicated in a different line in the figure. The results are
displayed on separate graphs, both due to the number of media types and the varied sampling
volumes that prevented direct comparison.
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Figure 7.2: Bacterial reduction in discarded blood following vaginal delivery, FcMBL+.
Five different media types were used: Trypticase Soy Agar (TSA); Chocolate Blood Agar (CHOC);
Brucella with hemin, vitamin K and sheep blood Agar (BMB); Laked Blood with Kanamycin and
Vancomycin Agar (LKV), and Rogosa Agar (ROG). Tests were completed with a full system of filters.
Blood was run using an electric peristaltic pump at maximal rate of 20 mL/min. Heparin added postdelivery at 1 unit/mL blood. Patient 1 had total blood volume of 500mL, heparin addition at 20min postdelivery, and total initial bacteria content of ~1M CFU/mL. Patient 2 had total blood volume of 600mL,
heparin addition at 25min post-delivery, and total initial bacteria content of ~11k CFU/mL.
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7.6.2 Full System Test without FcMBL Filter
Blood was collected from another two patients for testing the system without the FcMBL
filter in order to provide a baseline consideration for determination of the FcMBL filter function
in the context of this project. However, by chance these two patients lost significantly less blood
volume than the first two, 100 and 300 mL versus 500 and 600 mL, respectively.
For both patients 3 and 4, only 100 mL of blood was able to be filtered through the system,
so only one set of post-filtration blood samples were collected. Figure 7.3 displays the results
comparing Patients 3 and 4 directly, since the same amount of blood was filtered and only one
post-filter sample was collecting, resulting in not being able to showcase bacterial reduction
change over volume.

Figure 7.3: Bacterial reduction of discarded blood following vaginal delivery, FcMBL-.
Tests were completed with components shown in Section 7.5 with exception of FcMBL filter. Other
methods were consistent with those used for Figure 7.2. Patient 3 had total blood volume of 100mL,
heparin addition at 12min post-delivery, and total initial bacteria content of ~301k CFU/mL. Patient 4
had total blood volume of 300mL, heparin addition at 10min post-delivery, and total initial bacteria
content of ~48k CFU/mL. Both tests indicate reduction at 100mL filtered blood.
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7.6.3 Comparison of Full System Test with and without FcMBL Filter
Statistical significance could not be determined between filter configurations because of
low sample sizes for each and varied sample collection points. However, one comparison that
could be established was among Patients 2, 3, and 4, which all had a sample collected at 100 mL
filtered. This comparison is displayed in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Comparison of bacterial reduction between full system testing configurations.
Bacterial reduction is shown for Patients 2, 3, and 4 at sample point of 100 mL blood filtered.
Patient 2 had FcMBL+ filter configuration, and Patients 3 and 4 had FcMBL- configurations (Sec. 7.6).
No bacteria were measured for the Patient 2 LKV plate.

For almost every media type, the FcMBL- configuration (Patients 3 and 4) appeared to
reduce bacteria better than the FcMBL+ configuration (no bacteria were measured in the Patient 2
LKV plate, and therefore reduction was not established). However, this result was complicated in
context, addressed further in the next section.
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7.7 DISCUSSION
While four tests was fewer than the intended six tests as described in the initial build
(Section 7.2), under the modifications necessary to the design under current conditions, the
decision was made that resources would be better allocated in first addressing testing
complications and then resuming testing in better conditions. This was supported by the lack of
conclusions able to be drawn from the previously shown results.
For each of the patients, the MacConkey Agar (MAC) media type, used for the isolation of
Gram-negative and enteric bacilli, yielded no growth, indicating that this type of bacteria was not
present in the vaginal biome (at least with respect to patients in the population of the Greater
Boston Area). As previously mentioned in Section 7.6.3, Patient 2 appeared to lack obligate
anaerobic gram-negative bacilli indicated by the Laked Blood with Kanamycin and Vancomycin
Agar (LKV) media, but this is considered as an exception considering its presence in other patients.
Results between each treatment group were not averaged because of the vast differences in
overall initial bacterial content (Table 7.4) and, in the case of the FcMBL+ tests, different sample
collection points. The patients were sufficiently different that directly comparing them or
integrating their data would yield likely inaccurate conclusions.
When testing with FcMBL+ configuration, the primary observation was that, in almost
every case, bacterial reduction increased as blood volume filtered increased. This was counter to
expected results based on both intuition and the presented results from previous testing (Figure 5.5
and Figure 6.4) wherein bacterial reduction decreased over blood volume. However, despite this
trend, between tests both the initial concentrations of bacteria and the reduction percentages were
inconsistent across each media type. More testing over greater volumes would be necessary to
provide any concrete conclusions with respect to this, but this finding is promising.
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In the tests without FcMBL filters, the blood volumes happened to be much less than those
of the previous FcMBL+ tests. At these low blood volumes, bacterial reduction percentages seen
in Figure 7.4 for Patients 3 and 4 were likely greater than truth because the early filter outputs are
not only blood filtered but also residual saline content from the device priming. This results in a
dilution of the blood samples, which would artificially increase the recorded bacterial reduction
percentage. Once again, this presents the need for more larger-volume tests.
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8 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 ACHIEVEMENT OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
When reviewing the technical specifications, there are different levels of achievement of
each. These are summarized below. Yellow indicates that the technical specification was not
conclusively achieved, green indicates that it was met, and red indicates that it was not met.
Specification
Bacterial reduction

Intended value
> 95% reduction from
original content

Achieved value
Inconclusive. Further testing
required.
75 mL/min achieved in lab
testing with buffer.

Blood processing speed

75-125 mL/min

20 mL/min maximum
achieved in full system
testing with blood.

Blood clotting

ACT > 500 secs

Unknown. Further testing
required.

Table 8.1: Technical specifications review.

As shown, there is still much work that remains to meet all of the specifications for this
project. However, much of the progress of this project relates to approaching the device within the
broader scheme of its development. These updates are described in Section 8.3.

8.2 OVERALL TESTING DISCUSSION
The intended iteration process through each stage of testing, using results from one stage
to inform utilized variables in the next, was limited by several complications, from lack of access
to non-clotted whole porcine blood to supply scarcity to time constraints. However, iterations that
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could be made were, testing modifications were made often to maximize information wherever
possible, and processes to make testing more efficient and productive in the future were
established.
The FcMBL filter optimization (Section 5) and flow rate verification (Section 6) stages
established the ability of the device to be run at a higher flow rate, 75 mL/min, than in previous
testing, which had a maximum rate of 20 mL/min [8]. However, this testing was done in TBSTween-20 buffer, which has a much lower viscosity than blood; therefore, the device’s ability to
filter blood at this flow rate still remains to be seen.
The other main conclusion from those two stages was also that the FcMBL filter had
questionable functionality within the context of this device. In the FcMBL filter optimization, the
FcMBL filter showed approximately 0% reduction at all sample points and at each flow rate
(Figure 5.5). In flow rate verification, the FcMBL filter did not significantly increase the bacterial
reduction seen in the leukocyte depletion filters (Table 6.2), with maximal reductions of 77.09 ±
0.87% for the leukocyte filters and a reduction of 77.15% ± 3.32% for the leukocyte depletion and
FcMBL filters together (Figure 6.4, sample point 20 mL filtered).
The full system testing stage using post-delivery blood was intended to corroborate or
disprove the FcMBL filter’s lack of functionality, specifically with the consideration that the lack
of functionality might be due to using buffer rather than blood (Section 5.6). This was intended to
be tested by implementing the two separate filter configurations, one including the FcMBL filter
and one not. However, this testing was inconclusive because direct comparison could not be
established between patients given drastically different variables (Table 7.2). Though this was not
done because of location-based testing restraints, in the future it would be more efficient and
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productive to use measurement points before and after the FcMBL filter on the same device as
used for flow verification testing (Figure 6.1) to establish those direct comparisons.
Further, the full system testing displayed drastically different bacterial reductions both
among patients and among bacterial type, with ranges from 0% to 99% reduction (Figure 7.2 and
Figure 7.3). While not specifically conclusive, these values, along with the overall bacterial content
measured across patients (Table 7.2) is informative to continue iterating not only filter
configurations but also lab setting bacterial contents, so they can be more consistent with those
seen in device applications.
In addition, full system testing displayed a trend of increasing bacterial reduction over
volume filtered for 89% of the tested plates (Figure 7.2). This trend was opposite that seen in lab
settings (Figure 5.5 and Figure 6.4), and the exact reason for that is unknown. This could be a
coincidence from only two tests and very limited volumes and sample frequency, but this will be
an important consideration for future testing.

8.3 FUTURE MODIFICATIONS TO FULL SYSTEM TESTING REGIME
All aspects considered, the full system testing worked fairly well once the blood was
collected. However, a few modifications to the testing regime used could make the workflow even
easier and more efficient.

8.3.1 Heparinization Timing
Heparin delivery method was the primary objective of the full system test, so this will
continue to be an important consideration in deciding the final device procedure. Theoretically this
objective could be tested on its own, with the system narrowed to only the drape and
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anticoagulation, but due to the complexity and difficult nature of completing testing, a full system
test should be completed to maximize data for each resource input.
As previously discussed (Section 4.3.2), there are options on changing how heparin is
introduced into the system, which would therefore prevent early clotting and allow full collected
blood volumes to be run through the filters. This would require a change to the current IRB
protocol that, in involving physician practice and patient experience, would be significantly more
complicated than the discarded products protocol currently in place.

8.3.2 Filter Connections
The four filters used were connected through a series of perfusion adapters and ¼ inch
tubing cut from separate pieces of sterile tubing and truncated sections of tubing from the filters
themselves – among other modifications. Obviously, this functionality is not ideal with respect to
constructing full devices in the present testing locations and even less so when the broader scope
of low-resource areas is considered.
To make the system most efficient and user-friendly, the filters should be custom-made
with interlocking end pieces that would allow filters to be easily built in a kit, and for the case of
a clogged depth filter or damaged leukocyte depletion filter, easily changed out as needed such
that an entire system is not discarded for the sake of one piece. This would require coordination
both with the Wyss Institute and with Haemonetics on the depth filter, Leukoguard RS leukocyte
reduction filter, and SCRC LeukotrapⓇ filter. While this could prove to be more expensive, the
ease of use by intended stakeholders would prevent not only potential health risks associated with
improperly constructed devices but also lack of use at all by physicians who believe the device to
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be too complicated to integrate into their current workflow (especially if any negative health
incident occurred).

8.3.3 Procedure for Output Collection
As mentioned in Section 7.5.2, separation of outputs from the filtration must be further
considered in iterating on the device design. Separate collections will have to be made for saline
priming of system and actual blood collection, especially as the saline priming includes the FcMBL
filter PBS-EDTA storage media. A few options have already been considered:
•

A y-connection at the end of tubing similar to that at the beginning, such that one end leads
to a discard bag while the other leads to the actual blood collection bag.

•

Disconnecting tubing after the FcMBL filter to allow priming to run out into a sink, then
reconnecting the tubing.

The first option is preferred, as it allows the system to remain fully intact across time and prevents
potential contaminations or breaks in the system, if not reconnected properly. However, this would
take more resources overall, both for number of required pieces and for potential need to specially
order something that adheres to these criteria, leading to increased costs. Options should continue
to be considered.

8.4 FUTURE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
8.4.1 Method to Increase Blood Flow
An electric peristaltic pump was utilized in this project because specific flow rates were
necessary in this round of testing, especially because the focus was on proving feasibility of this
device rather than creating perfection. However, the pump used in full system testing was a
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constructed device used in the team’s previous study [9], and had a maximum flow rate of 20
mL/min. In future experimentation, a new pump should be used such that higher flow rates can be
considered.
Further, a setup that should be considered would be the removal of the pump altogether.
Gravity filtration was not tested in this project, but it is a necessary next step in ensuring maximal
usability in the target low-resource settings. Electricity use should be minimized to achieve this,
and creating the device in such a way that electricity is not needed will further expand the situations
in which the device will be utilized.

8.4.2 Filter Configurations
The filter configuration was based on the choices made in the team’s previous study [9].
However, this study was completed with few replications and without use of the FcMBL filter.
When heparinization method is finalized and allows for determination of filter function
beyond 200 mL of volume and sample size is increased, conclusions about bacterial reductions in
full system testing both overall and with respect to specific species will hopefully be more readily
available. As this occurs, filter configurations will need to be revisited.
Both filter order and number of filters should be considered, specifically as they relate to
each filter’s functionality for eliminating specific bacterial species. However, the tradeoff on
increasing number of filters is that it increases system resistance as well as increasing residual
blood volume that would not be salvaged for return to the patient. These factors would therefore
need to be judged with relation to the device’s safety through bacterial reduction.
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9 CONCLUSIONS
Although not all of the technical specifications were directly met (Section 8.1), progress
was made in iterating this obstetrical device forward toward clinical testing. The device addressed
the need to collect blood and filter out bacterial content while preventing clotting within the system
and maintaining an adequate flow rate.
A mannose-binding lectin filter was successfully integrated into the previous device
configuration, though with functionality uncertain. If proven to not significantly increase bacterial
reduction above what is achieved by other filters, the mannose-binding lectin filter would be
removed from the device to save cost and complexity in line with the broader design considerations
(Section 1.3).
Methods to achieve anticoagulation through heparinization of blood during collection were
outlined, and procedure for testing was established for future experiments under updated IRB
protocols. Higher flow rates that would provide sufficiently rapid filtration to address actively
bleeding patients were successfully tested in lab configurations, and verification in field
environments will be completed in the future, again under updated IRB protocols.
Physicians and care teams in low-resource areas who treat patients experiencing blood loss
due to postpartum hemorrhaging currently lack access to a sufficient, safe blood supply that could
be a life-saving resource for these mothers. This device will provide a solution that is safe, costefficient, and effective. The Brigham and Women’s team named this project ‘Save Our Moms,”
and this device will hopefully soon be able to do just that.
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10 BUDGET
Item
Under buttocks blood
collection drapes
Pall Leukoguard RS
leukocyte reduction filter
(PLRF)
Haemonetics SCRC
LeukotrapⓇ (SCRC) filter
Mannose-binding lectin
(FcMBL) filter
Miscellaneous filter
connectors
Blood collection bag
conjugated with heparin,
500cc
Soluble heparin

Fisher monojet transfer
device
Aerobic and anaerobic
bacterial cultures

Cost
$2.50 / drape
Ordered 10 drapes
Total: $25
$556 per 20/case
Ordered 2 cases
Total: $1112
$556 per 20/case
Ordered 2 cases
Total: $1112
$50 / filter
Used 20 filters
Total: $1000
Estimate $10 / device
Constructed 8 devices
Total: $80
Estimate $20 / bag
Estimate 15 bags
Total: $300
$165 / 250,000 units
Estimate 5 units/mL
blood, 500mL blood x 9
tests = 22,500 units
Total: $15
$1.60 / device
Ordered 30 devices
Total: $48
$100 per set
Used 8 sets
Total: $800

ES100 budget Location
$0

Brigham team
grants

$0

Brigham team
grants

$0

Brigham team
grants

$0

Wyss Institute

$0

Brigham team
and Wyss
Institute

$0

Brigham team
grants

$0

Brigham team
grants

$0

Wyss Institute

$0

Brigham team
grants

Postpartum hemorrhage
blood for testing

$0
(waste product)

$0

Electric peristaltic blood
pump

$0

$0

Hemochron Response
machine

$0

$0
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Brigham and
Women’s
Hospital Labor
and Delivery
Department
Brigham team
previous
construction,
Wyss Institute
Wyss Institute

Hemochron Response ACT
testing tubes
Heparinized whole porcine
blood
Total

$426.46 / 95 tubes
Estimate 2 tubes/run x 6
runs/test x 3 tests ~50
tubes
Total: $250
$77 / liter, plus shipping
Ordered 6 L
Total: $796
$5538
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$0

Wyss Institute

$796

Active Learning
Labs

$796

-
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13 APPENDIX
The construction of this device included several connections in addition to the filters
themselves. The procedure for the device construction is outlined below.
Necessary components:
•

Medtronic Custom Perfusion System (BB8Q53R6)

•

Haemonetics SQ40™ Microaggregate Blood Transfusion Filter

•

Haemonetics RS Leukocyte Reduction Filter

•

Haemonetics Leukotrap® SC RC with BPFR™ High Efficiency Filter

•

Wyss Institute Mannose-Binding Lectin (FcMBL) Filter

•

Sterile ¼” Perfusion Tubing with Spike

•

3 x Perfusion adapters, male luer lock

•

2 x 3-way adapters

•

Scalpel or scissors

•

Hemostats

•

Sterile drape and gloves

To construct the device:
1. Set up a sterile environment.
2. Insert spike of Haemonetics SQ40™ Microaggregate Blood Transfusion Filter (depth
filter) into first half of Medtronic tubing (half without blood collection bag).
3. Spike depth filter with RS filter.
4. Cut piece of perfusion tubing with spike approximately 4 inches from end of spike. Insert
spike end into spike receiver on RS filter.
5. Connect 1 perfusion adapter to open end of tubing.
6. Cut excess tubing from SC RC filter, approximately 6 inches on either side of filter.
7. Use hemostats to stretch entrance end of SC RC filter tubing to fit over male luer lock
end of perfusion adapter. Ensure direction of flow indicated on filter is correct.
8. Use hemostats to stretch exit end of SC RC filter tubing over male luer lock of second
perfusion adapter.
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9. Cut another 4-inch section of tubing from original perfusion tubing with spike.
10. Connect tubing section to open end of second perfusion adapter.
11. Add third perfusion adapter to open end of tubing.
12. Connect 3-way adapter to third perfusion adapter.
13. Connect FcMBL filter to 3-way adapter.
14. Connect second 3-way adapter to exit of FcMBL filter.
15. Connect fourth perfusion adapter to 3-way adapter.
16. Attach second half of Medtronic tubing (with blood collection bag) to fourth perfusion
adapter.
17. Ensure all connections are tight.

Figure 13.1 displays the fully constructed device, with flow beginning in the top left corner and
following the tubing through to the blood collection bag in the bottom middle.

Figure 13.1: Fully constructed device.
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